Read the passage below and choose the best answer to fill in the gaps.

Kamonya's father is _______ engine driver. His name is Mr. Ombogo. He drives a train that _______ passengers. So it is called _______ train. The passengers like Mr. Ombogo's train because it _______ express train. Express travels _______ and does not stop _______ every station. Mr. Ombogo often _______ the train _______ Nairobi to Kisumu. One day Mafuta and Ndenga visited the cab _______. Mr. Ombogo's engine. Mr. Ombogo explained _______ the engine worked. This is what _______ told them.

"This a diesel-Electric _______. This means _______ power from the diesel engine _______ electricity. This electricity drives my _______."

1. A. a  B. an  C. the  D. this
2. A. drives  B. carry  C. students  D. carries
3. A. peoples  B. pupils  C. this  D. the
4. A. ar  B. a  C. slowly  D. slowest
5. A. in  B. at  C. from  D. for
6. A. fast  B. faster  C. from  D. rides
7. A. to  B. the  C. of  D. in
8. A. she  B. her  C. made  D. mend
9. A. is  B. that  C. engine  D. train
10. A. engine  B. where  C. what  D. in
11. A. engine  B. where  C. what  D. in
12. A. machine  B. car  C. engine  D. bus
13. A. so  B. that  C. those  D. how
14. A. makes  B. make  C. made  D. mend
15. A. lorry  B. bus  C. engine  D. train

Pick the adjectives from the sentences below:
16. Pastor Omwami is a kind man. He gives food to the poor.
A. Pastor  B. Kind  C. Omwami  D. Food
17. Chebet wore a beautiful skirt.
A. beautiful  B. wore  C. skirt  D. Chebet
18. The boy was very happy after winning the race.
A. very  B. winning  C. race  D. happy

Complete using similes correctly:
23. A person who looks after our animal is a_______
A. herdsman  B. shamba boy  C. cook  D. shinner
24. A person who lives next to us is called _______
A. thief  B. enemy  C. friend  D. neighbour

Fill the gaps using a collective noun:
19. My grandfather keeps a large _______ for wool.
A. herd  B. flock  C. cattle  D. troop
20. The young boys were attacked by a _______ and they stung them badly.
A. swarm of bees  B. pride of lions  C. flock of wasps  D. group of hyenas
21. A_______ were feeding on an antelope.
A. herd of cattle  B. pride of lions  C. bunch of bananas  D. swarm of bees

Complete the sentence in question 30 correctly:
30. Mrs. Kamau has goats. They are _______
A. hers  B. ours  C. his  D. mine
31. Who went with his friend to graze the cattle?
A. Kiptum and his friends  
B. Parents of Kiptum  
C. The monkey family  
D. Kiptum’s friend

32. Who had given the boys their lunch?
A. Uncle to Kiptum  
B. Their friend’s father  
C. Their parents  
D. Their grandparents

33. Where did Kiptum and friend put their food?
A. They put it up on a tree  
B. Under the tree  
C. They put it near the tree  
D. In the grazing field

34. What does “Watch the cattle” means_________?
A. It means watering  
B. It means grazing  
C. It means to see  
D. It means to enjoy animals

35. Why did Kiptum and his friend look for the food?
A. To feed their cattle  
B. They were feeling hungry  
C. They did not want to feed  
D. To feed the monkeys

36. What had actually happened to their food?
A. The cattle had eaten it  
B. Some boys hid it  
C. The monkeys ate it  
D. It was blown off by wind

37. Where was the noise coming from?
A. From the cattle  
B. From the donkeys  
C. From monkeys  
D. From the hyena

38. How many monkeys were there?
A. Ten  
B. Eleven  
C. Only two  
D. Not told

39. What made Kiptum and friend miss their lunch?
A. It was too hot  
B. They were playing  
C. The monkeys took it  
D. They gave it to the monkeys

40. Which is the BEST title to the story?
A. Kiptum and his friends  
B. The lost lunch  
C. A family of monkeys  
D. The grazing of cattle

Read the passage and answer questions 41 - 50

Long ago in Kijjiji village, there lived a naughty girl. She was so naughty that she never heeded to any instructions. Although the girl was a rebel, she was good at making friends. She made friends even with strangers. Her mother warned her against such behaviours but she couldn’t change.

One day on her way to fetch firewood, she met with a man. The man was an ogre but she didn’t know. Since the ogre had not eaten for several days, it was happy that now at last it had found food. As they talked, the ogre could catch flies and eat using the second mouth at the back of the head.

The ogre told the girl to follow him to get a gift. Soon they were deep in the forest and before the girl discovered the ogre’s evil intentions, she had already been changed into a nice meal.

41. The girl mentioned in the passage was so
A. honest  
B. kind  
C. polite  
D. naughty

42. The girl was good at making_____
A. chapati  
B. ropes  
C. friends  
D. enemies

43. Where was she going one day?
A. To fetch firewood  
B. To herd goats  
C. To visit her aunt  
D. To the market

44. She was _______ by her mother against such behaviour.
A. praised  
B. warned  
C. claimed  
D. supported

45. One day she met with an_____
A. old man  
B. angel  
C. old woman  
D. ogre

46. The ogre had a _______ at the back of his head.
A. hump  
B. mouth  
C. finger  
D. hand

47. The ogre promised a_____ to the girl.
A. gift  
B. house  
C. car  
D. mouth

48. At last the girl was _______ by the ogre.
A. dressed  
B. painted  
C. praised  
D. eaten

49. The girl was _____ to her mother.
A. obedient  
B. loving  
C. disobedient  
D. well-behaved

50. Did the ogre have a gift for the girl?
A. Not at all  
B. Yes infact two gifts  
C. The gift was hidden in the forest  
D. None of the above